THE WOLVES - CALLBACKS

Callbacks will consist mainly of improvisations in character. We will read from the script very little if at all. It’s very important that you read the play before callbacks so you have a sense of the characters and their relationships. If you haven’t read the play, it will be very, very difficult for you to improvise as these characters and have a successful callback audition. Scripts are available for checkout in the Theatre & Dance office (Chapell Wilson 110.)

Callbacks for The Wolves will begin at 6:45

- 1 – Delaney Marion
- 2 – Sophie Weiner
- 7 – Tayshah Josey
- 10 – Kara Leigh Janes
- 11 – Zoe Dean
- 17 – Lily Jordan
- 20 – Joy Siler
- 21 – McKenna Feid
- 22 – Sarea Kelly
- 24 – Eden Kinsey
- 29 – Jamie Haney
- 30 – Katherine Selden
- 32 – Ashton Resterfield
- 36 – Alexandra Pearce
- 38 – Samantha Cole
- 40 – Mackenzie Smith
- 44 – Virginia Rigsbee
- 47 – Noah Cummins
- 51 – Emily. Ayscue
- 73 – Kasey McFerren

Please contact Alex Koncsol, SM, with any conflicts, questions, or concerns. Email: Koncsolaa@appstate.edu